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Background/motivation
Resolving velocity structures 
and failure events is increasingly 
more difficult with decreasing 
depth (requires smaller space-
time scales)

Typical seismic data/techniques 
do not provide structural 
information for the top 0.5-1km 
(important for ground motion, 
resolving deeper properties ...),  
and they do not detect events 
smaller than M ~ 0 (important 
for tracking failure processes)

Main goals:
•Detailed velocity model up to 
the surface.

•Detailed catalog of small(er) 
seismic sources (different types 
of failure events, different 
types of noise sources).

1108 sensors 10-30 m apart



Hierarchical Seismic Networks Hierarchical Seismic Networks 
around the San Jacinto Fault around the San Jacinto Fault 
Zone in southern CA Zone in southern CA 
Data: Earthquake waveforms, 
ambient seismic noise (+ small 
“Besty” gunshots)

Signals: P & S body waves, Rayleigh 
& Love surface waves,
Fault zone head & trapped waves
(+ anisotropy)

1108 sensors 10-30 m apart



The TomoDD and Noise-based images resolve multiple structural features within and around the SJFZ 
over the depth section 1-15 km, but have NO resolution in the top 500 m of the crustbut have NO resolution in the top 500 m of the crust.

Properties of the top few hundred meters are highly important foProperties of the top few hundred meters are highly important for seismic ground motion, r seismic ground motion, crustal crustal 
hydrology, subsurface reservoirs, better imaging of deeper materhydrology, subsurface reservoirs, better imaging of deeper material and numerous other applications.ial and numerous other applications.

Observing the dynamics (failure history) of the shallow materialObserving the dynamics (failure history) of the shallow material can provide a sensitive tool for can provide a sensitive tool for 
tracking evolving stresses.tracking evolving stresses.

Composite noise-based 3D 
results (Zigone et al. 2015)Vp/Vs TomoDD results 

(Allam et al. 2014)

Vp TomoDD results 
(Allam & Ben-Zion 2012)

Recent “large scale” earthquake- and noise-based imaging results for the SJFZ 



Reducing the detection 
threshold by 1-2 M units 
will provide 10-100 times 
more events.

Recent earthquake 
catalog for the area
Ross, Z.E., M.C. White, F.L. 
Vernon & Y. Ben-Zion
(BSSA,  2015)

11,200 events with 
ML > 0 during 2013

See also poster by 
M. White et al.



Dense deployment parameters:
-1108 vertical nodes; useable freq. range 1-200 Hz

-Nodes at row 13, lines 31-39, coincide with the 6 SGB 
3-comp linear array of accelerometers (one in ~60 m 
deep borehole)

-Row 9 line 11 is near ~100m deep PBO borehole site 

Photos: Yaman Ozakin

Dense deployment





Sage Brush Flats - Oblique View







(a)

Data at 2 stations in Julian day 146 Cross-correlations

Data at 10-15 Hz are coherent 
across the entire array

Basic data features and results from a spatially-dense seismic array on 
the San Jacinto fault zone

Ben-Zion, Vernon, Ozakin, Zigone, Ross, Meng, White, Reyes, Hollis and Barklage (GJI 2015)



Median noise levels during the experiment

Ben-Zion, Vernon, Ozakin, Zigone, Ross, Meng, White, Reyes, Hollis & Barklage (GJI, 2015)

Seismic Imaging of the very shallow crust
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Snapshot of ground motion produced by local earthquake

animations



Trapped fault zone waves from Betsy gunshots 

animations



(a) Imaging the shallow material with high-frequency 
noise in row 13 of the array (c/f ~ 5-75 m)



(a)
Rayleigh wave velocities at 1.5-3 Hz
(c/f ~ 100-500 m)

P. Roux et al. work in progress



Black circles:
946 events with       
0.7 ≤ ML ≤ 3.4 were
detected in the >4 
weeks deployment 
period by the ~100 
stand-alone stations

Red circles:
120 events (90 of 
which undetected by 
the other stations) 
with median and 
minimum size -0.29 
and -1.58, detected 
manually in 24 hrs 
(JD146) by the 
dense network

Detection/location of different sources of seismic radiation

Ben-Zion, Vernon, Ozakin, Zigone, Ross, Meng, White, Reyes, Hollis & Barklage (GJI, 2015)



(a)
Seismograms from one event (pink star in map)



(a) Times of 120 events in JD 146: vertical lines

Knowing where to expect P arrivals, we find P & S arrivals at > 3 regional stations 
and use these to locate the events (red circles)



Black circles:
946 events with       
0.7 ≤ ML ≤ 3.4 were
detected in the >4 
weeks deployment 
period by the ~100 
stand-alone stations

Red circles:
120 events (90 of 
which undetected by 
the other stations) 
with median and 
minimum size -0.29 
and -1.58, detected 
manually in 24 hrs 
(JD146) by the 
dense network



Event location with matched field processing and back projection

Original location 
(yellow star in 
previous plot):  
black asterisk

MFP location: 
white asterisk



(a)
Beamforming analysis of repeating sources in JD 146

Numerous individual ongoing small sources of radiation not detected so far 
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Next step: 
STA/LTA to identify 
quake trigger windows 
and possible templates

Time (s)

Cultural transients

Filtered 3‐30 Hz

Try to make and use templates

Z. Ross et al. work in progress



Procedure

• STA/LTA (STA = 1s; LTA = 60s) on filtered stack

• 485 triggers with SNR > 4

• 34 triggers with SNR > 20, duration > 5 sec
used as templates for cross correlation
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24 hour stack (black)
Detections (red)

Next: we look for phases on 
> 3 stations on the regional 
network and PBO boreholes

234 detectionsmade using threshold of 
median + 9*MAD

Each of the 34 templates is 
correlated against the stack



Phases are picked by hand and used to locate the events

Records on PBO boreholes



24 hour stack (black)
Detections (green)
Located (red)

60% of the detections are 
not seen on > 3 stations of 
the regional network.

87 of the events are located 
using the regional network



Conclusions

••The shallow crust sustains numerous ongoing small failure eventsThe shallow crust sustains numerous ongoing small failure events; it is far ; it is far 
more dynamic than usually assumed. more dynamic than usually assumed. 

••The (highly heterogeneous) shallow crust has various coherent stThe (highly heterogeneous) shallow crust has various coherent structures ructures 
on length scales of tens to hundreds of m (and more)on length scales of tens to hundreds of m (and more)

Analysis of spatially-dense arrays:

•Can be used to detect and locate many more smaller quakes and various 
noise sources (some care is needed with templates)

•Study coherency of waves and fine structural details

•Develop velocity models up to the surface

Work in progress:

•Comprehensive detection of small events and various noise sources

•Detailed structural imaging (velocity, attenuation, anisotropy)

•Detailed monitoring of temporal changes (sub-daily and longer timescales) 

Thank you


